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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Cordue, P.L. (2004). An evaluation of the management utility of fshery performance indicators 
commonly used in New Zealand stock assessments. 

New Zealand Fisheries Assessment Report 2004L23.72 p. 

This report describes a review of fishery performance indicators PIS) used in New Zealand stock 
assessments and a simulation study to test the effectiveness of three management strategies. Two of the 
strategies were based on estimation of virgin or "unfished biomass" (Bo), while the third was based on an 
average biomass (BAv) over a specified reference period (where the average biomass was greater than the 
current biomass). 

The review of FPIs (which actually normally relate to "stock status" rather than '%shery performance") 
found consistent approaches within blocks of speciedstocks, but a lack of consistency across all species. 
No single FPI was estimated for all species/stocks. 

The effect of "regime shifts" (when virgin biomass is not equal to unfished biomass) on FPIs was 
considered from a theoretical point of view. It was found that BO based FPIs have some good 
compensatory properties under regime shifts which are not shared by BAV based FPIs. 

In the case study, hake and ling stock.. on the Chatham Rise were simulated and managed under three 
alternative strategies from 2002 to 2010. The two BO based strategies performed adequately at all biomass 
levels investigated (from "low" to %gh" m e  Bo), but the B~vbased strategy performed very badly at high 
biomass levels. This was an obvious consequence of using the BAV strategy to rebuild biomass levels 
irrespective of the starting point. At high biomass levels, the strategy was essentially "rebuilding" fiom a 
high level to an even higher level. In practice, when used sensibly, a BAV based strategy can no doubt be 
as effective as Bobased strategies. 

The average accuracy of the maximum likelihood estimators of Bo, B2m. BdBo, and B ~ B A v  were 
examined for the case study. Estimation of BO and related ratios appears to be somewhat problematic. The 
accuracy levels were far better for BJBAv than B,JB,,. Also, there was little or no improvement in 
accuracy levels for BO with the addition of more data, but there was noticeable improvement when 
estimating B2m However, the level of accuracy was adequate in terms of the management strategies 
investigated as Bo based strategies performed well. 

To provide a common reference point across all species and stocks and because of its fundamental 
impoflance in terms of "biological loss" it is recommended that BJBo be estimated for a l l  stock 
assessments. An interval estimate should be provided in addition to a point estimate (to properly convey 
the level of precision associated with the point estimate). 



1. INTRODUCTION 

In New Zealand stock assessments, many different fihery performance indicators @PIS) are estimated. 
There has been little work in New Zealand looking at the robustness of the FF'Is to common model 
assumptions, or in wnsidaing their relevance to management strategies. In tbis report a review of FF'Is 
used in New Zealand assessments is presented with a detailed case study which examines the effectiveness 
of different subsets of FPIs with regard to a particular management strategy. There is also some 
consideration of how dierent FPIs are affected by a regime shift 

The chosen management strategy is the author's approximation of the decision process underlying the 
setting of TAG for those stocks where there are adequate data to conduct a IH stock assessment, 
including the estimation of FPIs (but for which no specified decision rule exists). The subsets of FF'Is 
examined wete chosen to m t m t  the performance of virgin biomass (Bo) based reference points and 
reference points based on an average biomass during a specified biomass period (BAp.). The latter approach 
has become the standard for paua and rock lobster stocks in recent years and its supporters suggest that it 
is superior to Bo based approaches. 

2. METHODS 

Most of the methods description is concerned with the management strategy evaluation in the case study 
(given that it involves so many components). However; t h  are also a few matters to do with the review 
of"fishery performance indic&~~" &ed in New zealand assesments, and the detinition of an FPL 

2.1 Definition of "Fishery Performance Indicator" 

The definition of FPIs used by Bull & Cordue (2000) was adopted: 

"A fishery performance indicator @TI) is a quantity estimated during a stock assessment which is 
directly informative about the curwt and/or future status of the stock". 

~ & e ,  estimates of FPIs may or may not be informative about the stock; an FF'I is a "true" but unknown 
quantity. During a stock assessment, estimates of FPIs are produced and they are used as part of a 
management strategy (though a decision rule - which is usually not explicit) to set a TAC and TACC (or 
impose some other limits on the fishery). This deijnition is consistent with the n d  usage of the tam in 
a New Zealand fisheries setting, but it diffas h m  what a lay-person would take as its meaning. It does 
not refer to the "perfonnauce of the fish@ as such, but to the "status of the stoclr", so while (good or 
bad) "fishery performance" may be related to an FF'I, an FPI does not m m  the "performance of the 
lishery". 

The usage adopted is similar to that in an A u s t d h  fisheries setting in tams of "performance indicatots" 
as specified as part of a 6sheries plan, but the usage hem is much more restrictive. Woahington et aL 
(2001) gave examples of performance indicators in relation to objectives of a management p h .  In their 
setting, a performance indicator is any event which can be determined to have taken place or not, and its 
OcCuTTence is directly relevant to a specified objective. Hence, their performance indicators need not relate 
to stock status and neednot be q d a b l e  (the only associated measure relates to occurrence or not). 



2.2 Review of FPls and management strategies for N.L stock assessments 

The 2002 Fishery Assessment Plenary and Mid-Year Plenary reports ( M a  et a1 2002, Sullivan & 
O'Brien 2002) were used to group Fishstocks on the basis of like management strategies. In many cases : 

the management strategy was not explicitly slated, but was inferred. Fibstocks were partitioned in@:five ;: 

groups corresponding to the management strategies described below. 

Status quo policy: Gwen the absence of any usefid information on stock status, the catch limits or 
TACC andTAC are constant 

AMP: The TACC is at a higher level than it would be under a status quo policy 
because the stock is managed as part of the Adaptive Management hogramme 
(AMP). 

Reactive policy. The TAC and TACC are changed only in response to assessments which 
strongly indicate that a change is needed (e.g., an estimated high risk of stock 
collapse, or the stock is estimated to be at a high level and an increased TACC 
would be beneficial to the Industrv\. 

Active management A rule is in place for changing <kCs on the basis of stock assessmt raults. 
International agreement Stocks are managed by joint agreement of New Zealand and other countries. 

The reactive policy is not an explicitly stated Mi& policy, but it encapsulates the author's experience of 
how stock assessment results are used in setting quotas. Simply put, if an assessment strongly indi~tes 
that a stock may be reduced to a level well below BMy, then a TAC reduction is likely. However, if the 
stock appears to be at or above Bmy, there will be an increase in TAC only if the fishing industry 
indicates a real desire for such an increase to occur (e.g., for seveml years in the 1990s boki stock 
assessments indicated that a much larger TAC could be sustsined, but increases did not occur because 
industry had concerns about the economic impact of extra hold in the market place). 

2.3 Choice of Fishstock 

After the review of FPIs used in New Zealand stock assessments, two Chatham Rise Fihstocks were 
chosen for the simulation study. Discussions with the Ministry did not reveal any great preference for the 
stocks to be used Requk&&ts of the study were that the stocks had adequate data to anow the . 
estimation of the typically used FPIs. The choice was made on the basis of the author's familiarity with 
middle depths stocks. 

2.4 Case study 

The objective of the case study was to evaluate the performance of different FPIs when used to manage 
simulated F i t o c k s  under the reactive policy (the most commonly wed policy). The background to this 
projecf involves some debate as to the effeaiveness of Bo based FPIs as opposed to a BAP approach The 
focus is therefore on the contrast between subsets of EPIs which do and do not include BO based FPIs. 

The case sludy is in essence a Management Strategy EvaIuation @BE), but it does not invoke an 
agreement with stakeholders as to the management objectives for the Fishstocks concerned. There is 
necessarily a formal specification of an objective function, but in the absence of an agreement on the 
appropriate weighting of the different components of the h c t i o ~  a range of weights is investigated. 



Three species are used in the simulation: hob hake, and ling. However, assessments are simulated only 
for hake and ling. Hoki was included in the simulations as there were plans to use hoki TAG to "drive" 
the catches for hake and ling in the bycatch trawl ftshery. Such scenarios are not presented, but the 
description of the hoki components of the operating model are included for completeness. 

An MSE is relatively straightforward in concept, but is vay complicated in practice because it involves so 
many different components, each of which needs detailed specification. The technical details of the 
operating and estimation models are contained in appendices. The following text aims to provide an easily 
accessible summary of the overall approach and of each of the components. 

2.41 Operating model 

The operating model (struchm) is used to represent "reality". In this case, it models three species (hold, 
hake, and ling) in four areas (Chatham Rise (CR), Sub-Antarctic (SA), west coast South Island WCSI), 
and Cook Strait (CKST)). Fish are Ma characterised by sex and age and for hold thRe are the usual 
eastern and western stocks (Annala et al. 2002). The main fisheries are inehded: a mixed trawl fishery, a 
target line fishery for ling, and a target trawl fishery for hake, all on the CR, and target hoki fisheries in 
the SA and in the two spawning grounds (WCSI and CKST). 

The mual cycle of the model includes five fishing periods which allows time steps for migrations 
undertaken by hold: western hoki migrate firom CR to SA, eastern hoki migrate from CR to CKST to 
spawn, westan hold migrate 6mm SA to WCSI to spawn, adult hold migrate from their spawning ground 
to their home ground, newly spawned hoki migrate h m  the spawning ground to CR (the shared nursery 
ground). The hake and ling stocks reside and spawn on the CR. 

Fishing selection patterns and maturity parameters depend on age and sex and are based on assessment 
msuh by Annala et al (2002) and Francis et a1 (2003), as are the various biological parameters (ag., 
natural mortality and growth). Fishing mortality is modelled using the Baranov catch equation and the 
catch histories used in recent assessments ( h l a  et al. 2003). Further details of the operating model are 
contained in Appendix A. 

2.42 Model runs 

Model nms cavered the period 1940 to 2010. An equilibrium age structure, resulting h m  average 
&ent andno fishing mortality, was assumed in 1940 (ie., BO = B& and stochastic recmhent was 
used h m  1941 onwards. Since the catch histories do not sfart until 1971 and the maximum age of iisb in 
the model is 30 years, this allows the initial biomass (Bw =Ban) to differ substantdly h m  the virgin 
biomass (&). 

The catch histories used far hake and ling were for biological stocks on the CR for 1971 to 2002. In orde 
to simulate management strategies it was necessary to specify a "TAC" for the simulated hake and ling 
stocks. This was done by comparing the biological catch histories (CR) with the recorded catches in the 
associated Fishstocks (hake: HAK4, HAK 1; ling: LIN 3, LIN 4). For hake, the CR catch inchdes all of 
the HAK 4 catch and a proportion of the HAK. 1 catch @unn 2003). The average proportion since 1992 
was used (TAC was much lower before then) w?ich gave: CR catch = HAK 4 catch + 0.18 HAK 1 catch. 
For ling, the CR catch includes all of the LIN 4 catch and a proportion of the LIN 3 catch The average 
proportion since 1990 was 0.97 which was near enough to 1, so that CR catch = LIN 3 catch + LJN 4 
catch, was adopted. Applying these equations to TAG (rather than catches) gave the 2003 TACs for the 
CR "Fish~tocks" of 41% t (HAK) and 6260 t (LIN). The TAG were potentially changed according to the 



results of assessments which were conducted in 2002,2004,2006,2008 (for hake) and 2003,2005,2007, 
2009 (for ling). 

Runs were done with five different levels of average recruiiment for hake and ling (and a single level for 
holq. The corresponding values of Bo ('000 t) for hake and ling were: 

LOW MEDl h&D2 MED3 HIGH 
HAK 30 40 55 80 120 
LIN 85 95 115 140 200 

For each of the biomass levels above &OW, Mml, Mm2, MED3, Hrw) four diffexent subsets of FPIs 
were used in simulated management strategies using the ''reactive policy" (including an empty subset, 
corresponding to no assessments and lea* the TACs unchanged). The three (non-mpty) management 
strategies are described below after defmtion of the FPI loss functions which were used in the 
management strategies. 

For each of the five biomass levels and four management strategies, 120 runs were done with stochastic 
recruitment (from 1940 to 2010). Each run (with a aoa-empty subset of FPIs) had 8 assessments (4 each 
for hake and ling) during which 3 future TAC levels were evaluated using 5 year projectioas (with 100 
nus in each projection). 

,: 
2.4.3 FPI loss functions 

Each FPI was assigned a loss fuaction (of type ASYM or SQ - see Table 3 and Appendix C). A weight of 
a = 1 was assigned to each loss function For the ASYM functions, c = bl3 was used throughout (this gives 
equal losses at x = bl2 and x = 3b). 

2.4.4 Reactive policy 

The reactive policy was implemented by evaluating each of three possible future TAC levels at each 
assessment The candidates were the current TAC, a 25% increase, or a 25% decrease. For a given subset 
of FPIs, the total loss associated with a candidate TAC was calculated as the sum of the losses for each 
FPL Each FPI was given equal weight The TAC was changed if either the increased or decreased TAC 
was associated with a lower loss and the total loss at the current TAC was greater than a threshold value 
(set equal to 0.05 in each case). 

The names of the three management strategies and the associated subsets of FPIs are: 

ASSESS: B, I Bo , P(B-5 > 0.2Bo) 
MAY target: B, I BMY, E(B-3) I Bmr, P(B~lrcs > 02Bwr) 
BAV target: B,I BAY, E(B--3) 1 BAY, P(Bcurc5> BAV) 

where "E' denotes expected value, and "P" denotes probability. For the BAV target strategy the reference 
biomass period was 1995-1997 (ie., BAY is the average spawning biomass ova  those three years). 



2.4.5 Estimation models 

Each assessment was done using a single-stock, two-sex, agestmAred model with maximum likelihood 
estimation (together with some penalty functions). The estimation models were basically single-stock, 
singlearea versions of the operating model. Parameters not estimated in the estimation models were fixed 
at the true values in the operating model. For both species estimated parameters included: avenge 
recruitment, year class strengths, trawl survey and trawl fishery selection parameters, and' the 
proportionality constant for the trawl survey. For the ling m o w  there was an additional proportionality 
constant for a longline CPUE index. Furtha details of the bake and ling model structures are in 
Appendix B. 

2.4.6 Determination of BM*y 

For the ASSESS and MAY target shategies B m r ~  determined forthe hake and ling stocks following the 
definition of Francis (1992). In this definition, BMY is the mean biomass resulting h m  fishing at Fwr 
wbich is the fisbing mortaEty which maximises average yield subject to the constraint that spawning 
biomass is below 20Y& no more than 10% of the time. 

In the simulations to determine Fmr and BMY. the initial population had an equiliirium age structure with 
no fishing moaality. At various trial fishing mortalities, rermitment was applied m the following ways 
and t i m e h e s :  average recruitment for 60 years (2 x maximum age); stochastic remdment for 30 years; 
and stochastic recruitment for 60 years. The average yield and proportion of time below 20Y& were 
evaluated for the last 60 years on each nm (500 runs were used at each trial iishing mortalay). 

Results wae  very similar to those previously ( M a  et aL 2002, given in parentheses): hake, BMI = 
27.1%&(273%); ling, Bwr=26.0%& (26.4%). 

2.4.7 Observations 

Data available to the models was wed to mimic what is actually available for the hake and ling 
' aSsessments (ignoring length data for ling, given there are plans to convert such data to age fFesuencies): 

CR trawl swey  1992-2010 as numbers at age and sex (HAK and LIN) 
Commerdalhwl catch,propoaions atage andsex, 1998-2010 (HAK), 1991-2010 &IN) 
CPUE longline 19W-2010 (LIN) 

The annual timing for the time series differs slightly between the operating model and the estimation 
models because of the different fishing periods. Note, in the operating model the values of the 
observations are determjned for each nm by applying observation error to the ''true" values in the 
operating model (e.g., the observed CPUE longline mdex in a given year is the selected biomass in that 
year multiplied by a lognormal random variable with mean 1 and a specified c.v.). The timing of each time 
series, in the operating and estimation models was as follows: 

OPaafing Estimation 
CR trawl survey 50% point of 1 Oct-1 Apr 40% point of 1 Oct-1 Jun 
Commercial trawl catch h m  1 Oct-1 Jun catch h m  1 Oct-1 Jun 
Longline CPUE 1 Apr 1 Jun 



Specified c.v.s for the multiplicative lognormal mts in the operating model were dependent only on age 
and species: 

I 

HAK 
mm. 050 037 030 025 020 020 023 028 033 038 0.43 0.49 055 0.62 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 
survey 0.60 0.47 0.40 035 030 030 033 038 0.43 0.48 053 059 0.65 0.72 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 

The absolute values and the pattern of high C.V. at low and high ages are typical of the sort of estimates 
obtained k m  the actual data (e.g., see Appendix A in Horn & Dunn (2003)). For hake, the survey c.v.s 
were taken to be 0.1 higher than the commercial sampling c.v.s at age (reflecting the low number of hake 
caught during the mey). For ling, the commercial sampling was assumed to have lower precision than 
the trawl survey (0.1 difference at age). 

A constant C.V. of 35% was used for the longline CPUE in the operating model. 

The assumed c.vs m the estimation models were equal to those used in the opmting model. 

2.4.8 Objective function 

In order to compare the performance of the different management strateajes there must be a measure of 
the success of the strategy. This was done using a loss function composed of three components (in a 
particular year, for a given species): 

Loss = biological loss + fishing cost - fishing return 

The W g  return is the "value" of the catches: 

5shing return = wl C + wz A 

where Cis the catch within quota, A is the catch above quota (A = 0 for the runs in this study), and w, and 
w2 are specified weights. 

The cost of fishing was taken to depend on the level of biomass as well as the amount of catch taken: 

fishingcost = W,[F+(C+A)~IB] 

where F is a foced cost (expressed in catch units), B is the spawning biomass (giving a measure of how 
easily available the fsh are), and WJ is a specitied weight; 

The biological loss was taken to depend on the "Qnying capacity" of the stock (Bo) and the c-t size of 
the stock relative to a threshold proportion: 

biological loss = w, [p&l B - ] ] p ~ ~  



where p is the threshold proportion (the loss is positive when B is less than pBo) and w, is a specified 
weight Note, the biological loss becomes infmite if the stock becomes extinct 

The functional forms have been chosen so that each component of the o v d  Ioss has the same units (the 
units in which the catch is expressed). 

The first two weights were assigned values: w~ = 1.0 and w2 = 0.1, which were used in all nms The 
threshold proportion was set equal to a commonly used value: p = 0.2. The iixed cost was set equal to low 
value relative to pBo: F = 1000. Two constraints were imposed on the loss function in order to determine 
"reasonable values" for w3 and wr: 

the cost of fishing equals the fishing retum when the biomass is at half the threshold level (in 
which case, loss = w4pB0) - when the biomass is at twice the threshold level, loss = 9Bp 

Given the values used for the b h o 1 d  pmportion, the 5xed cost, and lhe h t  two weights, it follows 
(when some approximations are made) that: 

The main results are plesented with w3 = 1 and w, = 1.5, but the sensitivity of the conclusions is tested by 
looking at wc in the range [I, 21. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Grouping of ~lshst6cks by management s t r a w  

Of approximately 65 species covered in the 2002 Plenary Reports (Annala et al. 2002, Sullivan & O'Brien 
2002), only 29 of the species include Fishstocla which are managed other than by a "status quo policy" 
(Table 1). The stocks managed under an AMP or by international agreanent were deteuniued as a inatter 
of fact The allocation of other stocks to an "active", "reactive", or "status quo policy", was usually 
straightforward The stocks with active management were required to have a lule in place for detamining 
TACCs or catch limits. Only some scallop and rock lobster stocks fell into this category (Table 1). Stocks 
which are actively managed but do not have a rule in place for setting TACCs or catch limits were 
assigned to the reactive class. For example, southern blue whim stocks are regularly surveyed and CAY 
estimates have in the past been used to set catch limits. However, there is no agreement for limits to be set 
on this basis. 

The stocks in the reactive class correspond almost exclusively to those stocks which have been assessed 
using observation-enur population dynamics models (e.g., by NIWA using their CASAL software). The 
exceptions to this rule were some cockle and oyster stocks which use receat absolute biomass estimates in 
conjunction with yield-per-mit models to obtain an estimate of CAY (using either Fo., or F,, in a 
Baranov type equation). 



3.2 Fishery Performance Indicators 

When the observation-error population dynamics models were used, estimates of current biomass were 
usually presented both as a tonnage and as a pexentage of virgin biomass (Table 1). The main exceptions 
to this were from the use of MlAEL estimation (Cordue 1998) as the standard formulation estimated 
c m t  biomass only as a percentage of virgin (e.g., see Dunn et al. 2000). This was given priority over 
absolute biomass to allow comparison with targets such as BwY which are expmsed as a percentage of 
virgin biomass in terms of the defition of Francis (1992). Also, for snapper, paua, and rock lobster 
stocks current biomass was estimated only as a tonnage (Table 1). For these stocks, estimation of MCY 
and CAY was usually omitted (except for SNA 1 and 8). 

For those stocks with reactive management, the most commonly estimated FPLs were a measure of "stock 
status" being either B d B o  or BJBm (Table 2). For those stocks where projections were done, an 
estimate of the probability of being above or below a target biomass was usually presded (Table 2). The 
target biomass was typically given as B-; for orange roughy, this was a synonym for Bmy, but for 
snapper it was a detaministic Bmr. For oreos, estimated probabies relative to both B m  and B w r  were 
presented. For southan blue whiting (Campbell), estimates of probabilities relative to the 1991 biomass 
level were presented (this was a biomass at which a strong year class strength was spawned). For rock 
lobster and paua stoch the target biomass was an average biomass 'over a specified reference period 
(chosen to represent a period when biomass was "relatively stable"). 

The most common other type of FPI estimated was a measure of the probability of a future biomass b&g 
greater or less than the curre~~t biomass (Table 2). For orange m g h y  stoclm, CSP was often estimated and 
for rock lobster and paua stocks, m t  and future exploitation rates also featured (Table 2). ' 

3.3 'Effect of regime s h ' i  on FPls 

In order to dedne a "regime shift" we will first clarify some commonly used terms in relation to fd 
population dynamics: 

Biomass: This is the weight of fish in a population. Different types of biomass are defined, 
e.g., matme, spawning, female, etc. 

Virgin biomass: This is the mean level of biomass (of some specified type, e.g., female spawning) 
as measured at a s p e i k l  time of the year (e.g., mid spawning season) before the 
start of %g. 

I n i i l  biomass: The biomass (of the same type and measured at the same time of year as virgin 
biomass) in the year before the first catch is taken. 

Currat biomass: The biomass (of the same type and measured at the same time of year as virgin 
biomass) in the current year. 

Unfished biomass: The mem level of biomass (of the same type and measured at the same time of 
year as virgin biomass) which would be present if no catches had been taken (and 
which will occur in the future if no further catches are taken). 

If the population dynamics of a given stock are stationary (i.e., nothing changes) then virgin biomass and 
unfished biomass will be equal. If virgin biomass and lmfished biomass are not equal, then a "regime 
shift" has occurred. The most commonly considered effect of a regime shift is a change in the mean level 
of recruitment. We shall examine the g e n d  effed of such a shift on the most commonly estimated FPIs 
(Table 3). Jn order to do this s e v d  assumptions have been made with regard to the estimation model 
being used 



0 A biomass trajectory and associated recruitments are accumte[y estimated *om some time in the 
bistory of the fishery up to the current time. 

0 Projections are done at various catch levels assuming mean reauitment based on a period of the 
modeled history. 
An unaccounted for regime shift occurs at some time during the recmitment period used to 
determine mean recruitment 

Note that because the estimation model can be used for projections then it can also be used to determine 
an unfished biomass. Also, because the regime shift is not accounted for in the estimation model, then 
virgin biomass (in the estimation model) is equal to the unfished biomass. Note, when a regime shift of 
this nature does occur, virgin biomass becomes Slelawlt, but unfished biomass is still vitally important 
as it represents the canying capacity of the stock Two cases are considaed: 

Regime shift giving lower mean recruitment 

Estimates of the cohorts m the model will include some iium the current regime and some from the earlier 
regime which had higher mean reQuitment The model estimates of recruitment will on average be too 
high for the nurent regime. This will lead to all pmjected biomasses, including &ed biomass (and 
hence. virgin biomass), being too high (or over-estimated). 

Regime shii giving higher mean recruitment 

An analogous argument leads to all pmjected biomasses, including d e d  biomass (and hence virgin 
biomass), being too low (or underestimated). 

The consequences for the commonly estimated FPIs .aregiven in Table 4 for each scenario (assuming 
accurate historic and c u m t  estimates in the model). For example, when there is a sbift to lower mean 
recruitment, then BJBo will be underestimated because Bo will be overestimated (relative to its hue 
value which we are taking to be equivalent to the true unfished biomass). This looks like a good 
compensating effect as a shift to lower mean recruitment has caused the stock status to be reported more 
pessimistically than it should be, which in turn may lead to a reduction in catch, which is sensible given 
that the cawhg capacity of the stock bas been reduced There is a similar useful compensating effect for 
BdBo if the shift has been to higher recruitment, in that the stock status is over-estimated (hence more 
likely to lead to haeased catch). Other FF'Is referenced to Bo have a similar compensatory effect or the 
effect of the shitts is indeterminate. For example, both E(Bcur+,,) and BO will be higher than they should be 
under a shiR to lower recruitment, so it is not hown whether the mtio will be higher or Iowa. 

The FPIs which do not have a wmpensatory effect to the sMts are all of a type referenced to current 
biomass or an historic average biomass. For example, E(B~JBnvwiU be over-estimated when there is a 
shift to lower recruitment and under-estimated wheu there is a shift to higher rcauitment Fable 4). This 
suggests that they will not be very useful in terms of driving a responsive management strategy, as they 
will tend to move the catches m the wrong direction under a regime shift 

The question of how the FPIs would be affected if the ammt and historic estimates were not accurate 
depends very much on the properties of the mum. As a general rule, if there bas been a regime shifl (or 
two) then virgin biomass could be impossible to estimate accurate&. However, the fundamental parameter 
for which we would like an accurate estimate is &heed biomass as tbis represents the axrent carrying 
capacity of the stock (which in most models is very nearly equal to the parameter denoted by Bo). The 
question of whether a reference average biomass on be more accurately estimated than the d i s h e d  
biomass is moot (but see the resub of the simulation study and subsequent discussion). 



3.4 Case study 

The simulation rim pmduced a multitude of results which can be examined in numerous ways.The 
following text and figures attempt to present the key rerults fiom the case study. The focus is on'the 
conhast across management strategies, and across biomass levels withm management strategy. 
Descriptive plots of two key drivers of the results are considered first, and then the focus is on mean 
trends of total loss and individual loss components. In the final section, the accuracy of estimates is 
considered. 

3.4.1 Spawning biomass and TAC trajectories 

Stochastic mxuiwent starts in the operating model m 1941 which allows the initial biomass (before the 
start of catches) to be quite different £tom the virgin biomass (see example box and whisker plots of 
spawning biomass trajectories (BiBo) in Figures 14) .  At the LOW hake biomass an absence of assessment 
(and TAC ch-) results in sharply lower biomass in 2010 (Figme 1). In contrast, all the other 
management shtegies show an initial decline m biomass (&om 2002) but appear to provide an increasing 
trend in biomass by 2010 (Figure 1). For HKiH hake biomass, the BAV target stmtegy appears to maintain 
the biomass level through to 2010, but the other strategies have downward trends from 2002 to 2010 

2). 

For the IllW ling biomass, there is a substantial drop m biomass during the mid 1970s Figure 3) when 
there were substantial longline catches (see Table AS). The NO ASSESS management strategy shows a 
declining hmd m biomass fium 2002, but the other strategies show either a stable biomass or some 
increase (Figure 3). At the HIGH ling biomass, the dip in the 1970s is sti l l  apparent (Figure 4). The BAV 
target strategy appears to maintain or increase the biomass ikm 2002 to 2010, but the other strategies 
have downward trends h m  2002 to 2010. 

Under the ASSESS strategy there is an increasing likelihood of the TAC being increased as the biomass 
level changes &om LOW to HIGH, for both bake ( F i i  5 )  and ling (Figure 6). At the LOW biomass for 
hake, the TAC is always reduced h m  2002 to 2010, and at the HIGH level it is never reduced and almost 
always increased (Figure 5). For ling, the same is almost true, but there are two exceptions at the LOW 
biomass, when the TAC is increased, and one exception at the HIGH biomass, when the TAC is decreased 
(Figure 6). 

Under the MAY target strategy the same increasing lik&ood of the TAC being increased as the biomass 
level changes h m  LOW to HIGH is again seen for hake (Figure 7) and ling (Figure 8). However, there is a 
greater chance, at each biomass level, of an increase in TAC under the MAY target strategy compared to 
the ASSESS strategy (compare Figures 5 & 7, Figrnes 6 & 8). At the HIGH biomass, the TAC is almost 
exclusively increased through to 2008-2009 for both hake (Figure 7) and ling (Figure 8). 

Under the BAV target policy a different pattern is seen. Although there is still the inaeasing likelihood of 
an increase in TAC with an increase in the biomass level, there is a preponderance of decreasing TAC 
trajectories, even at the highest biomass level for both hake (Figure 9) and ling (Figure 10). 

3.42 Loss function and its components 

A "good" management shtegy must be able to cope with poor recruitmeat and take advantage of strong 
recruitment In evaluating a management strategy, it is therefore important to take account of the tails in 



the distributions of the total loss function and its components. For this reason, it is preferable to use the 
mean rather than the median as the measure of overall performance. The following text and figures 
primarily look at mean trends. 

At LOW hake biomass, the absence of assessments leads to a sharp decline in spawning biomass fiom 2002 
to 2010 (Figure 11). The TAC is stable, but the average catches are not maintained at that level (as the 
TAC sometimes exceeds maximum exploitation rates). The NO ASSESS policy leads to a high biological 
loss and a correspondingly high overall loss (Figure 11). The otba three strategies all lead to declining 
average TACs with an eventual recovery in average biomass and a decreasing total loss because of the 
associated decrease in biological loss (Figure 11). The MAY target strategy reduces TACs least (on 
avaage), while the BAV target strategy reduces TACs most; the ASSESS strategy is between these two 
(Figure 11). 

The statements in the above paragraph apply almost equally to ling at the LOW biomass (Figure 12). There 
are two main differences: the average ling catches under the NO ASSESS strategy are not much less than the 
TAC (whereas they are substantially lower than the TAC for hake); and the average biological loss (and 
subsequent total loss) are very large by 2010 under the NO ASSESS strategy Figure 12). In t e r n  of median 
trends for ling at the LOW biomass, the picture looh similar for spawning biomass, TAC, and catch, but 
very different for biological loss and total loss (Figure 13). Under the No ASSESS strategy, the biological 
loss and total loss are sti l l  negative in 2010 (Figure 13) rather than very large and positive for the mean 
(Figure 12). The reason fot the difference is that the median spawning biomass under the NO ASSESS 
strategy stays above the threshold proportion (04 ,  while an increasingly large propoaion of the 
distribution is below the threshold (Figure 14). The effect of this on total loss is that the median for the NO 
Msi?.SS strategy remains negative through to 2010, hut there. is an increasingly long tailed distribution of 
positive losses (Figure 15). In contrast, the maximum total loss for the other three management strategies 
pealrs m 2005 andis consisieutlyreduced through to 2010 (Figure 15). 

As the biomass level increases, the three assessment strategies maintain their relative order with regard to 
mean spawning biomass, TAC, catch, and biological loss, but their position changes relative to the NO 
ASSESS strategy (Figures 16-19). At the MED2 biomass, the ASSESS strategy behaves very similarly to the 
NO ASSESS strategy in terms of mean values (J3i 16 & 17). The MAY target strategy, on average, 
increases TACs &uough to 2006-2007, before decreasing them somewbat In contrast, the BAV target . , 

shategy consistently reduces TACs (Figures 16 & 17). In terms of total loss in 2010, the MAY target 
strategy performs least well for both hake (Figure 16) and ling (Figme 17). At the high biomass level, the 
MAY target strategy is slightly better than the other strategies in terms of total loss, but they are an very 
good because biomass is maiatained at a high level (Figures 18 & 19). The BAV target strategy performs 
very badly at this biomass level in tams of W i g  return, giving on average about 4 times less than the 
MAY target shategy in 2010 (Figures 18 & 19). 

The effect on total loss of aitering the weight on biological loss was investigated Over the range of 
weights explored (which was larger than that implied by the suggested constraints) there was a large 
change in the scale of the total loss, but almost no effect on the relative differences between the 
management strategies for a given biomass level (illustrative examples m Figures 20 & 21). 

3.4.3 Accuracy of estimates 

Although it is ancillary to the main work of the case study, it is useful to assess the accuracy of the stock 
assessment estimatom and to examine how the level of accwcy depends on the quantity of data and the 
level of virgin biomass. The resulk presented here are restricted to estimation of B, B2m, BJBo, and 
B J B M  for the ASSESS management strategy for ling. The results for other management strategies would 



be almost identical (as the only difference is the amount of catch removed from 2004 onwards) and the 
nsuIts for hake are qualitatively very simiIar. 

The measures of accuracy are based on relative arm: estimate - h e  d u e ,  as a fiaction of the true value. 
Two average measures are presented: mean relative error (which gives an indication of bias); @mot 
mean squared relative ermr (RMS, which is an overall measure of accuracy - i.e., how close on average 
the estimates are to the true value). 

Estimation of Bo for ling at the LOW biomass showed relative m r s  ranging from about -03 to 0.4 (Figure 
22). There is an indication of truncation at the lower end of the relative error distribution (Figure 22) 
showingthat the lower bound placed on the estimate did have an effect. Them is little indication of any 
impmvement in the accuracy of the estimates from 2003 to 2009 (Figure 22). For the M E D ~  biomass, the 
relative ermrshave a somewhat larger range of about -0.4 to 0.6, but there is no indication of truncation 
of the distribution (Figure 23). For the HIGH biomass, truncation is evident at the top end of the 
distribution, and again there is little iadication of improvement in the accuracy of the estimates from 2003 
to 2009 (Figure 24). 

Estimation of Bzm2 shows a different pa- with no indication of tnmcation at any of the biomass levels, 
a smaUer range of relative errors than Bo (except for MED2 in 2007), and with impmvement in accuracy 
evident h m  2003 to 2009 at each level (Figures 25-27). 

The lack of improvement in accuracy from the 2003 to 2009 assessments for Bo is conjirmed when the 
mean relative m r  and RMS are plotted. There is a pattern of improved accwacy and less bias at.lower 
biomass levels, but no indication of an improvement in performance with m r e  data (Figure 28). For 
estimation of Bzm2 the different palterm are also confirmed when the mean relative enur and RMS are 
plotted There is genedy substantial impmvement in accuracy as more data are added and there is a 
strong pattern of improving accuracy with decreasing biomass level (Figure 29). Compared to estimation 
of Bo, there is less bias and similar or greater accuracy at every level. The accuracy is much better for B2m2 
at the lower biomass levels (compare Figures 28 & 29). 

The estimator of BJB0 has a similar level of RMS when compared to the estimator of Bs but shows a 
positive rather than negative bias (Figure 30). The estimation of B A ~ B o  shows a high level of auwacy and 
very little bias (Figure 31). There is the usual pattan of increasing accuracy with decreasing biomass 
level, but in the 2009 assessment the RMS is ahnost identical for aU biomass levels (Figure 3 1). 

4. DISCUSSION 

The sensitivity of FPIs to operating model panmeters has been sludied in a New Zealand setting for a 
single stock model (Bull & Conhe 2000). The purpose of that work was to assess the reliability with 
which typical FPIs could be estimated, arguing that if an FPI was sensitive to a parameter which could not 
be well estimated, then the FPI could not be well estimated Codue & Francis (1994) demonstrated that 
some performance indicators were inherently easier (or harder) to estimate than others. 

Bull & Cordue (2000) did not consider the use of (estimated) FPIs in management strategies. It could be 
argued that poorly estimated FPk are less likely to be of use in management strategies than well estimated 
FPIs. However, this is only an hypothesis. In some situations it may be that some management decision 
rules perform adequately with poorly estimated FPIs. Indeed, in this study it was found that Bo based 
mmagement strategies performed better than the BAV based strdtegy despite BLV,/Bo being much more 
poorly estimated tban BJBAv. Estimation of BO also appeared problematic in that there was little or no 
impmvement in estimation accuracy as more data were added. 



The evaluation of management strategies has an extensive literature. There are many examples of specific 
applications of some form of management strategy evaluation (e.g., Quinn et aL 1990, DiNa~do & 
Wetherall 1999, Gaomont et aL 1999, Polacheck et al. 1999, Punt & Smith 1999). There are also general 
descriptions of a managanent strategy evaluation h e w o r k  (e.g., McAllister & KLkwood 1998, 
Chesson et aL 1999, Cwke 1999, Kell et al.1999, Smith et aL 1999, Sainsbury et aL 2000). Punt & Smith 
(1999) showed how the value of wllecting different types of data, with different kquencies, can be 
included in the management strategies and thus tested as part of the evaluation. Sainsbury et al. (2000) 
showed that a bmad mix of wmpeting components can be included in the overall objective fimction, 
including ecosystem considmtions. 

The use of single species models is prwalent in the literature and constitutes one of the main model 
assumptions which is violated to a lesser or greater extent in every fuhery. For example, the occurrence of 
a significant "predator" species will normally introduce process ermrs in the recnitment of the prey 
species which cannot be acwmted for m a single species model. Multi-species assessment models, a 
those including explicit predation on the primary species of interest, certainly have been used (e.g., Punt & 
Hilbom 1994, Walte~~ &Bod2 1999, Ganison et aL 2M)O, Carscadden et aL 2001, Fn et aL 2001, K6ster 
et aL 2001), but their advantage over single species models is moot (Hollowed et aL 2000). There is the 
problemof all the extra data thst are needed to fit such models and also there may be no advantage gdined 
when they are inw~porated in the management strategy (Punt & Hilbom 1994). However, it is certain that 
reference points (and hence desirable management strategies) can be greatly changed when multi-species 
considerations are included. Gilason (1999) gives the example of a cod, herring, and sprat ecosystem; it 
appears that the 'kf' management strategy may be to reduce the cod population to anow greater yields 
fiom (their prey) the herring and sprat 

One of the crucial model assumptiom for stocks at low levels is the nature of the spawning stock- 
recluitmmt relationship (if any). Many FPIs can be gnatly affected by the assumptions made in ~ 
~ g a r d .  There is great difficulty in estimating the parametas of an assumed relationship (Hinrichsen 2001) 
because of the typically high level of recruitment variability in fish stocks. However, them are reports 
fkm authors who find evidence of stock-recruit relationships (e.g., Brodziak et al2001), while there are 
those who pmvide alternative explanations (Gilbert 1997). Regime shifts may be a real possibility within 
many emsystems (e.g., Cardinale & Arrh- 2000, Carscadden et aL 2001) and such shifts,.combined 
with the fact that low recruitment gives rise to low spawning stock biomass, can lead to the appearance of 
spurious stock-recruit relationships. Robustness testing of FPIs to regime sh& and stock-redt 
relationships would seem to be prudent. Otha model assumptions whiih may need to be wnsidaed are 
density dependent growth and maturity (Helser & Brodziak 1998) and age and size specific fecundity 
(Swtt et aL 1999). 

In this study, there were very limited structural differences between the estimation and operating models. 
The main difference was that the initial biomass was allowed m differ h m  the virgin biomass in the 
operating model (and not in the estimation models). The introduction of structural differences would 
degrade estimation performance and would eventually degrade management performance. However, this 
would likely be the case for all the management shtegies investigated. The main wnchuion with regard 
to their relative performance would not be altered: the BAV target strategy will always attempt to rebuild 
the stock, even when the stock is at an already "high level". This is because the reference period in the 
models corresponds to a time when biomass was at a higher level than in the present, and BAY is taken as a 
target reference point in the management strategy. 

In practice, BAV may a may not be a target It appears to be the case in the paua stocks (where the 
reference period, 1985 to 1987, has biomass which is higher than the current biomass), although this is 
denied in the text (Annala et al. 2002). In rock lobster (CRA 1 and CRA 2), the refereace period (1979 to 



1988) was chosen because model fits suggested that "the biomass was relatively stable during this period" 
(Sullivan & O'Brien 2002). In the "Status of the stocks" section it appears that the reference biornassis a 
threshold and certainly not a target ,> ... 

The use of a reference biomass period for paua and rock lobster stocks can be traced to the 2001 
assessment of PAU 7 (Annala et aL 2001). (Note, the same modeUer is involved with both paua and rock 
lobster.) Quoting fium the PAU 7 assessment m Annala et aL (2001): 'Tebspective analySes, ... , 
suggested the assessment was stable but that BO and Bm were poorly estimated For this reason, Bo, BMY 
and derived ratios are not used as performance indicators." The use of mean biomass over a period as  a 
''reference biomass" may or may not be a good idea, but to dispense with Bo and B m  for the reasons 
given is erroneous. 

A retrospective analysis cannot correctly be used to conclude anything about the properties of an estimatm 
(and hence whether a quantity is being "poorly" or "well" estimates). In such an analysis, one is 
examining a series of estimates fium closely related data sets. One of the key points is that these are 
estimutes, being a singZe realisation of a sequence of random variables (the estimutors). Properties of 
estimators can be reliably determined only mathematically or through extensive simulations. In Appendix 
D, this erroneous use of retrospective analysis is dealt with by way of a formal defintion and examples 
which demonstrate two canclusions: a "bad" retrospective pattan (by way of a trend m estimates and 
large differences between estimates) does not imply that a "bad" estimator has been used, or that the 
quantity is poorly estimated; and a "good" retrospective pattern does not imply a "good" estimator or that 
the quantity is '%ell estimated". 

Despite the enuneous method of reaching the conclusion, it is quite possible that Bo and related ratios are 
poorIy estimated in the rock lobster andpaua models. Certainly, given the simulstion results of this study, 
it may be that a suitably chosen Bnvis generally more accurately estimated than Bo. However, as this study 
also shows, that does not mean that a managanent strategy based on a B,,v will out perform one based on 
Ba There are obvious dangers in not estimating stock status relative to Bb and the unfished biomass is a 
parameter of such fundamental importance (m terms of "biological loss" however this is defines) that it 
should always be estimated in a stock assessment. 
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Table 1: New Zealand Fishstocks which are not managed by a Ystatms quo policy", the associated methods 
used to estimateMCY and CAY, and an indication of the FPIs eslimated. 

FPIs estimated 
Current Current 
biomass biomass Other 

Policy 

Reactive 

Active 

AMP 

~ihstock' MCYa CAY' (tonnage)' (S/&) FPIs 

COC Snake Bank 
COC Otago Pen. 
COC Tas &Gold. Bay 
OYS 5 
OYS 7 
SKI (all) 
HAK1,4 
HOK (aU) 
LIN 3-7 
ORH (most) 
BOE 3A 
sso 3 4  4 
PAU 5B, 5D. 7 
RCO 3.7 
GUR lW, 1E 
SNA1,8 
SNA 2.7 
SBW Campbell 
SBW Bounty 
SBW Pukaki 
TRE 7 
CRA 1-3 
SCA 1, CS, 7 
CRA7,8 
ELE 3,5 
LIN 1 
ORH l6 
GUR3 
SW 3.7 

SPE 3 
SWA 1. 
STA 3.7 

International ALE 
STN 

0 5 F . d ~ ~  
~ ~ ~ F R E & o  
0.25FRhPBo 
None 
0 . 5 F d ~ v  
Francis 
Francis 
Francis 
Francis 
Francis 
Francis 
Francis 
None 
Francis 
Francis 
CSP 
None 
Francis 
None 
None 
025Fn~nSo 
None 
None 
None 
cum 
cy, 
None 
cum 
None 
None 
None 
crm 
cYm 
cY, 
None 

F w  No 
FSF No 
FSF No 
F w  No 
FRSF No 
Francis No 
Francis No 
Francis Yes 
Francis No 
FDncis Yes 
Francis Yes 
Francis Yes 
None . Yes 
Francis No 
None No 
unsp Yes 
None Yes 
Francis Yes 
Francis Yes 
Fmcis Yes 
None Yes 
None Yes 
F m  No 
None No 
None No 
None No 
None . No 
None No 
None No 
None No 
None No 
None No 
None No 
None NO' 
None NO' 

No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yea No 
No Yes 
Yes No 
Yea No 
No Yes 
No Yes 
Yes NO' 
No NO' 
Yes No 
Yes No 
No Yes 
No No 
No Yes 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 

1: See Annsla et aL (2002) for species codes and stock definitions. 
2: See Annala et sL (2002) for definitions of F w ,  B A ~ ,  Ba and cY,. 'Trancis" refers to the risk based debitiqn of 
MCY in Francis (1 992). 
3: F, dsignates use of aBaranov type equation with areference fishing mortality. Urn designates an exploitation 
rate delinition. "Erancig refers to the risk based debition of CAY m Fmcis (1992). 
4: The question being whether a nurent biomass estimate is presented in tomes, excluding any tonnages which are 
given simply for the purpose of calculating CAY. 
5: Some other FPIs were preseated in an alternative Industry assessment. 
6: Excluding Menmy-Colville box 
7: mere an no agreed assessmenk, although biomass and PPIs have been estimated 



Table 2: FPJs estimated for tishstofks wbich are managed "reaetivelj"'. B, is ~ r r e n t  biomass (as at the time 
of the stock assessment), B,,, is biomass n years in the future, U denotes erploitation rate, and BAY& an 
average biomass over a specified reference period. 

species 
code 

ORH 

BOE 

SNA 

SBW 

CRA 

PAU 

Stock 
Stock stam 

EastCape B 5 o  
MEC 

NWCR B A D  
NECR B A o  

Safety Target Other 

CSP 
CSP 

CSP, catches' 

Predicted CSP 

* Under a 10 year pmjection, maximum catches which satisfied a "day" criterion or a "target" criterion were 
estimated together with the minimum catch satisfying a 5noving towards Bm" criterion 

Table 3: Generic FPIs and the associated genenic loss fandions. B r .  can take thevalue of B M ~ ,  Bnua or Bnv 
(the averace biomass over a speci6ed reference period). See Appendix3 for deSdtion of loss fanetions Asym 
and Sq. mite: Asyme I b)  h i  zero loss when x=b, and&@ lpjbns zero loss when q.) Under the loss . 
function column, "Pn denotes the associated FPL 

FPI Loss function 



Table 4: The effed of regime shiffc with bmr or higher average recruitment (R) on estimates of mean 
recraitment, nndsbd bbmass (B3, and selected FPI* It is assumed that the current and historic model 
estimates are accurate. 

Mean R 
Unfished biomass (Bo) 

Sbii? to lower R 

Over-estimated 
Over-estimated 

Under-estimatcd 
Indeterminate 
Unda-estimated 
Not affected 
Indeterminate 
Over-eslimated 
Indeterminate 
Indeterminate 
OYR-estimated 
Undercsthnated 
over-estimated 

Under-estimated 
Under-estimated 

Over-estimated 
Indeterminate 
Over-estimated 
Not affected 
Indeluminate 
Under-estimated 
Indeterminate 
Meteaminate 
Under-estimated 
Ova-estimated 
Under-estimated 
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Figure 1: Box and whisker plots of the spawning biomass trajectories for hake (BgLOW) under the 
four manaeement strateeies The horizontal fine shows the median and the box shows the 25" to 75" 
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Figure 2: Box and whisker plots of the spawniug biomass trajectories for bake (Bo EIGR) under the 
four management strategies. Tbe horizontal line shows the median and the box shows the 25* to 75m 
percentiles (BJBo). 
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Figure 3: Box and whisker plots of the spawning biomass trajectories for ling (Bo LOW) under the 
four management stratdes The horizontal Line shows the median and the box shows the 25" to 75' 
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Figure 4: Box and whisker plots of the spawning biomass trajectories for ling (&HIGH) under the 
four management strategies. The horizontal line shows the median and the box shows the 25" to 75& 
percentiles (BJBp). 
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F i e  5: TAC trajectories for hake at the live levels of B,, when managed under the ASSESS 
strategy. They values have been j i i r ed  to show the most common trajectories. 
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Figure 6: TAC trajectories for ling at the five levels of Bo when managed under the ASSESS strategy. 
They values have been jittered to show the most common trajectories. 



FEgure 7: TAC trajectories for hake at the five leveki of Bo when managed under the MAY target 
strategy. They values have been jittered to show the most common trajectories. 
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Figure 8: TAC trajectories for ling at the live levels of Bo when managed under the MAY target 
strategy. They values have been jittered to show the most common trajectories. 



Figure 9: TAC trajectories for hake at the five levels ofBo when managed under the BAV target 
strategy. They values have been jittered to show the most common trajectories. 
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Figure 10: TAC trajectories for ling at the five levels of& when managed under the BAV target 
strategy. They values have been jittered to show the most common trajectories. 
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Figure I I: Mean trends in spawning biomass (SpBio), TAC (Quota), 6shEng return (Retnm), cost of 
fishing (cost), biological loss (TooLow), and total loss (loss) for hake (Bo LOW) under the four 
management strategies from 2000 to 2010. 
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Figure 12: Mean trends in spawning biomass (SpBio), TAC (Quota), fishing return (Return), cost of 
fbhing (cost), biological loss (TooLow), and total loss (loss) for ling (Bo LOW) under the four 
management strategies eom 2000 to 2010. 
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Figure 13: Median trends in spawning biomass (SpBio), TAC (Quota), fishing return (Return), cost 
of fishing (cost), biologicalloss WOOLOW), and totalloss (loss) for ling (Bo LOW) under the four 
management strategies from 2000 to 2010. 
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Figure 14: Box and whisker plots of the spawning biomass trajectories for ling (go LOW) from2000 
to 2010 under the four management strategies. The plot is truncated at the threshold proportion 
(0.2) and the medians are not visible; the lower bound of the truncated boxes is the 25m percentile. 
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F i e  15: Box and whisker plots ofthe totalloss for ling (go LOW) from2000 to 2010 under the 
four management strategies. The horizontal Line shows the median and the box shows the 25* to 75" 
percentiles. 
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Figure 16: Mean trends in spawning biomass (SpBio), TAC (Quota), fishing return (Return), cost of 
fishing (cost). biological loss floohw), and total loss (loss) for hake (Bo MED~) under the four - .  .. 
management strategies from 2000 to 2010. 



Figure 17: Mean trends in spawning biomass (SpBio), TAC (Quota), fishing return (fteturn), cost of 
fishing (cost), biological loss (TOOLOW), and total loss (loss) for Ling (Bo MED2) under the four 
management strategies from 2000 to 2010. 
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F i e  18: Mean trends in spawning biomass (SpBio), TAC (Quota), fishing return (Return), cost of 
6shing (cost), biologiealloss (TooLow), and totalloss (loss) for bake (BpHIGH) under tbe four 
management strategies kom 2000 to 2010. 



Figure 19: Mean trends in spawning biomass (SpBio), TAC (Quota), fishing return (Return), cost of 
fishing (cost), biological Loss (TooLow), and total loss (loss) for Ling (Bo HIGH) under the four 
management strategies from 2000 to 2010. 
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Figure 20: Total loss for hake (BoMEDl) with six dierent weighlings on biological Loss (w4) under 
the four management strategies from 2000 to 2010. 
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Figure 21: Tobl loss for ling (Bo MED1) with six different weightings on biological loss (w,) under 
the four management strategies ffom 2000 to 2010. 



F i e  22: Histograms of the relative error of estimating Bo for ling (Bo Low) in each of the four 
assessment years (2003,2005,2007, and 2009). 



Figure 23: Histograms of the relative error of estimating Bo for ling (Bo -2) in each of the four 
assessment years (2003,2005,2007, and 2009). 



Figure 24: Histograms of the relative error of estimating BO for ling (Be ElGH) in each of the four 
assessment years (2003,2005,2007, and 2009). 



Figure 25: Histograms of the relative error of estimating BZm2 for ling (BpLOW) in eacb of the four 
assessment years (2003,2005,2007, and 2009). 



Figure 26: EIistograms of the relative error of estimating BZm2 for ling (BoMED2) in each of the four 
assessment years (2003,2005,2007, and 2009). 



Figure 27: Histograms of the relative error of estimating BZm for ling (Bo mGa) in each of the four 
assessment years (2003,2005,2007, and 2009). 
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Figure 28: Mean relative error (Mean) and root mean squared relative error @MS) when 
estimating Bo for ling at each biomass levelin each assessment year. 
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Figure 29: Mean relative error (Mean) and root mean squared relative error (RMS) when 
estimating B2w2 for Ling at each biomass level in each assessment year. 
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Figure 30: Mean relative error (Mean) and root mean squared relative error (RMS) when 
estimating B,J& for ting at each biomass level in each assessment year. 
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Figure 31: Mean relative error @lean) and root mean squared relative ermr @MS) when 
estimating BJBAV for ling at each biomass levelin each assessment year. 



APPENDK A: OPERATING MODEL EQUATIONS 

This appendix desmies the operating model equations in d c i e n t  detail to allow the results of the case 
study to be replicated. The specification of the model in ISL's general modelling package (Modelling and 
Simulation System- MASS) is not explicitly desmied. 

Partition and annual cycle 

Fish in the model are classifed according their location and several "characteristics" of the fih: 

Area: 

1: Chatham Rise (CR) 
2: Cook Strait (CKST) 
3: Sub Antarctic (SA) 
4: west coast South Island (WCSI) 

Species: 

1: hoki (HOIC) 
2: hake (HAK) 
3: ling &IN) 

Stock: 

1 : east 
2: west 

Sex: 
1: male 
2: female 

Age: 

0-30 years 

Status: 

0: alive 
1: dead (due to natural mortality) 
2: dead (due to CR trawl ilsh~shery) 
3: dead (due to CR line fshery) 
4: dead (due to CR HAK fishery) 
5: dead (due to CKST 6shery) 
6: dead (due to SA fmhery) 
7: dead (due to WCSI &hery) 

The cross pmduct of each of the six properties constitutes the "partition" (a multi-dimensional array, 
within which the numbers of f sh  in each cell can be stored). It should be noted that any "fish" will fall 



within a cell of the partition, but not all cells will contain a positive number of fish. In the operating 
model, many of the cells were not used due to the following condiiom: 

0 Single stocks of HAK and LIN (eastem only) which never leave the CR. 
Eastern HOK spawn in CKST and reside on the CR. 

0 Western HOK spawn in WCSI and reside on SA. 

The "dead" cells in the Status dimension of the partition are only temporarily occupied: before each 
fishing operation the relevant cells are zeroed and those fish killed during the fishing operation are 
accounted for (allowing, at that time, the calculation of catch tonnages for each or any fishing mortality). 

The annual cycle of the model consists of a number of "operations" which are conducted in succession on 
the fish in the partition. Each operation has a date associated with it, which is used to calculate duration of 
time where appropriate. The operating model cycle and the names of the operations are: 

1 Oct Start 
1 April: CRZ 

SAZ 
HOKwxecruit 

1 June: CRZ 
SAZ 
HOKspawn 

lAugust CKSTZ 
WCSLZ 
CRZ 
SAZ 
HOKageing 
HOKbi i s  

1 September: CKSTZ 
WCSLZ 
CRZ 
SkZ 
HOKhome 
H0Kw.CR 

1 October: CRl Z 
SA.2 
HAKLIN.ageing 
HAKLIN.birtbs 
P i i  

The operations are d e s d e d  below in sections where like operations are grouped Prior to describing the. 
opadtions, relevant parameters are defined. 

Operating model parameters 

There are several types of model parameters: renuitment, biological and migration, and selection 



Recruitment 
Fish recruit mto the pparMion at age 0. The average level of recruitment is given by the "births" parameter 
which was varied according to the level of Bo required (Table Al). The '%irthsS are split into equal 
proportions of males and females. The actual recruitment in any year depends on the mean level of 
recruitment, the year class strength, and the stock mxuitment relationship. 

For a given stock and species, in year i, the total number of recruits is: 

where Y ,  is the year class strength, No is the average numba of births, S, is the female spawning biomass, 
and s(St ( So , A) is the scalar from the Beverton-Holt stock recruit relationship (given virgin female 
spawning biomass SO and steepness A). The Yt are independent l o g w d  random variables with mean 1 
and specified c.v.s (Table Al). 

Biological and mlgration 
The biological parametexs used are taken mainly ftom the 2002 Plenary report and associated assessment 
FARs. Natural mortality depends on species and sex (Table A2.a), as do the length-weight parameters 
(Table A2.b). The growth pamieters depend on species, stock, and sex (Table A2.c). Proportion 
spawning (product of percent spawning and proportion mature) are dependent on species, stock, sex, and 
age (Table A3) 

There are several explicit migrations in the annual cycle (in addition to spawning - which involves a 
migration for hoki but not for hake or ling). In each case a specific stock of hoki is involved m the 
migration but the parameters are trivial (0 or 1) for each migration, except the d e n t  of western hoki 
from the CR to the SA (see Table A3). 

Selection 
Selection patterns are needed for the various fisheries and for the CR trawl swey. In the case of the trawl 
fishery ("CR.trawl") and the trawl survey on the CR C'CILsurvey") the parameters depend on species, sex, 
and age (Table A4.a). For the target hake fishery ("CRHAK") and the ling line fishery ("CILLIEP'), the 
species are given and the patametas depend on sex and age (Table A4.b). Forthe hoki fisheries, in areas 
other than the CR ("CKST.HOK", "WCSLHOK", "SAXOK"), the species and stock are given and the 
selection parameters are age specifc (Table A4). 

Operating model operations 

The various operations bave been grouped into categories: structural, fishing, migratiom, ageing, and 
births. 

S ~ N C ~ U ~  
This is used to describe "Start" and "Finish". No operation occurs at "Start" and at "Finish" the only 
operation is incrementing the fishing year label (year) by 1. (In all the nms, the full cycle was executed 
1941 to2010 - with an equilibrium age structure m 1940.) 



Fishing 
Each ''fishin$' operation is associated with a Z. Each Z is associated with a set of instantaneous fishing 
mortalities (Fi). Each Fj has an associated selectim pattern for every cell in the partition (&MI). A 
"fishing" operation occurs for a specified time I and numbers in the partition are adjusted according to the 
Baranov catch equation. Let the number of live fish in each cell be Nd at the start of the '%&kg" 
operation, then the number of "dead" fium each cell due to Fl is: 

where 

and 

Thus the partition numbers can be adjusted for specified F,. When specified catches are given the above 
equations need to be solved iteratively for the FI using the given mean 5.41 weights (to equate catch 
biomass with the given catches). 

The "fishing" operations and their associated fishing mortalities and selection patterns (in parentheses) for 
the operating model are: 

CRZ: mixed trawl (CR.trawl), ling line (CRLJN) 
CR1 Z: mixed haw1 (CR.trawl), ling line (CRLJN), target hake (CRHAK) 
SAZ: hoki tmwl (SAHOK) 
CKSTZ: hoki trawl (CKST.HOIQ 
WCSLZ: hoki trawl (WCSI.HOK) 

The catch histories were specified by species, area, and year (Table A5.a) and partitioned across the five 
time periods according to the length of each period and considerations with regard to known fleet 
movements (e.g., movement to the hoki spawning grounds in winter, Table A5.b). 

Maximum exploitation rates were specified for each fishing period for each f i  (catch over selected 
biomass at the start of the period). These maximums were !&e same each year and independent of species 
(Table A6). 

Migration 
Migrations in the operating model all involve hoki The migration names, the areas migrated to and from, 
and the pattems of migration are: 

HOKwnxuit: CR to SA, age dependent (see Table A3) 
HOKspawn: Home ground to spawning ground, age and sex dependent (see Table A3) 
HOKhome: Spawning gmmd to home ground (all fish except age 0 on WCSI) 
HOKw.CR: Age 0 fish from WCSI to CR 



Ageing 
An "ageing" operation involves only live &h (Status .= 0) and is essentially a "migration" within the age 
dimension, with special treabnent for the plus group at age 30, and the youngest f ~ h  at age 0: 

Where cell subscripts the non-age dimensions for the cells specified in the ageing operation 

In the mual cycle for the operating model, ageing occurs at the same time for hake and ling 
(HAKLWageing), but at an earlier time for both hoki s t o h  (HOKageing). 

Births 
The fish recruit to the partition at age 0 into their spawning ground, equal numbers for each sex. The 
number of recruits each year is determined by the " b i i  parameter (giving the average recruifment), the 
stock recruit relationship, and the year class strength (see Recruitment above). 

In the annual cycle for the operating model, births occur at the same time for hake and ling 
(HAIUIN.births), but at an earlier time for both hoki stocks (HOKageing). 



Table Al: Mean virgin recruitment (N,, mmions) and associated unfished biomass (Bh '000 t) used in tbe 
main operating model runs for each spgiea and stoek The steepness of the Bevetton-Holt stock-recruit 
relationship and the cv.s of the loguonnal recruitment variability are also given (foollowing Annala et al. 
2002). 

Run 

Low 
MEDl 
m 2  
MED3 
HIGH 

HOK east HOK west HAK LIN 
No Bo No Bo No Bo No Bo 

584 5M) 1037 1000 322 30 13.95 85 
584 500 1037 1000 4.30 40 15.59 95 
584 500 1037 I000 5.91 55 18.87 115 
584 500 1037 1000 8.60 80 2297 140 
584 500 1037 1000 12.90 120 32.82 2M) 

Renuitment C.V. 131 131 0.658 0.658 
Beverton-Holt skep 090 0.90 0 90 0.90 

Table A2: Biological parameters used for  specie^ in the operating model. 

a: Natoral mortality (from Amah et aL 2002) 

species 

HOK 
HAK 
LIN 

Male Female 

b: ~ e l g b t  =a(length)b(weigbtin g, kqtb  in cm) 

Male 
a b 

Fanale ~dentifie&itbin 
a b -la et al. 2002 

HOK 0.0048 2.89 0.0048 2.89 HOK 1 
HAK 0.007.5 323 O.GQ17 3.33 HAK 4 
LIN 0.0010 335 0.0011 3.32 LIN 3&4 

c: von BertalanfIy growth parameters 

species 

HOK 
HOK 
HAK 
LIN 

Male Female Identifier witbin 
K b L K b L Annala et al. 2002 

0232 -123 895 0.1'61 -2.18 101.8 Eastern stock 
0277 -0.11 903 0202 -020 113.4 HAK4 
0.108 -124 119.0 0.076 -1.05 160.1 LlN3&4 



Table A3: Proportion spawning at age and sex for each species and stack in the operating model and the SA 
migration proportions for the western hold stock make and ling derived from Annala et aL 2002; hold 
proportions based on mulls in Francis et aL 2003). 

Species Sex Age 
1 2 3 4  5 7 8 9 10 

HOK 
east 

HOK 
west 

HAK 

LIN 

HOK 
to SA 

Male 
Fern 

Male 
Fern 

Male 
Fern 

Male 
Fern 

Mde 
F w  



Table A4: Proportion selected at age and ser for each spedes and stock in the operating model for the various 
fisheries and the CR trawlsurvey (proportions based on resultp in Frandset aL 2003,Eoln 2002, D W  2003). 

a: CR trawl survey 

Species Sex Age 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

HOK Male 0.1 03 0.6 08 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 .85 .80 .78 .76 .74 .73 .72 .71 .70 
Fem 0.1 03 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 .85 .SO .78 .76 .74 .73 .72 .71 .70 

HAK Male .05 0.1 .I5 25 35 0.4 05 55 0.6 .65 .75 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Fem .05 0.1 .12 .I5 20 25 35 0.4 .45 05 55 0.6 0.6 55 05 05 05 0.5 

LIN Male .05 0.1 .15 02 0.4 .65 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Fem .05 0.1 .I5 0.4 0.6 .75 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Species Sex Age 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

HOK Male 0.1 03 0.6 0.8 09 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 .85 .80 .78 .76 .74 .73 .72 .71 .70 
F a  0.1 03 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 .85 30 .78 (16 .74 .73 .72 .71 .70 

HAK Male .05 0.1 .15 .25 .35 0.4 05 55 0.6 .65 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
Fem .05 0.1 .12 .15 20 25 .35 0.4 A5 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 

LIN Male .05 0.1 .15 02 03 '35 05 '0.6 .75 0.8 0.8 .75 0.7 .65 .62 0.6 0.6 0.6 
Fan .05 0.1 .I5 02 03 35 0.5 0.6 .75 0.8 0.8 .75 0.7 .65 .62 0.6 0.6 0.6 

c: Target fisheries for ling and hake 

A* 
1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 I4 15 16 17 18 19 M 21 22 23 

LIN 
Male 0.0 .05 0.1 .I5 25 0.4 0.6 0.7 .75 0.8 .85 .87 .88 .89 0.9 .89 3.7 .85 0.8 .75 0.7 0.7 0.7 
Frm 0.0 .05 0.1 .I5 21, 0.4 0.6 .75 .85 0.9 34  97 9 9  1.0 1.0 98 .95 .93 0.9 .a5 a8 .75 0.7 
HAK 
Male .OS 0.1 .I5 25 35 A3 05 55 a6 65 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 a7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 a7 0.7 0.7 
F C ~ .  .OS 0.1 .IZ .IS rn 29 35 0.4 AS 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 05 0.5 0.5 05 as 0.5 05 as 0.5 as 

d: Hold only fisheries (same selectivity, WCSI and CKST; selectivttg depends on age only). 

Fishery Age 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .8 9 10 

Spawning 0 .1 .3 5 .7 .8 .9 .95 .98 1 
SA trawl 0 .1 .4 1 1 .9 .7 .6 .6 .6 



Table AS: Catch histories used in the operating model and how they were partitioned aeross the live time 
periods. 

a: Catch histories used in recent stock assessments (from Annala et  al.2003, Dunn 2003, Horn 2002). 

HOK 
Year CRl CRZ SAI SA2 CKST , WCSI 

0 
5WO 
5 m 
SOW 

I0 WO 
30 Ow 
60000 
5 m  

I8 WO 
20 000 
25 m 
25 OM) 
23 300 
27 900 
24 900 
71 500 

146 700 
227 m 
185 90 
173 OW 
I35 900 
107 200 
100 I00 
1172M 
80 100 
75 900 
96 900 

107 1 w  
97 500 

lo5 600 
109 200 
98300 

HAK LW 
CR CRmvii C R h  

0 0 

b: Percentage of catch (from a: above) used in each t h e  perlod of the operating model 

Species 1 0 a - 1 ~ p r  1Apr-1Jun 1Jun-1Aug 1Aug-1Sq 1Sep-loci 

HOKCR 100 % CRl, SAl 60% CRZ, SAZ 10% CR2, SA2 5% a, SAZ 25% CR2, SA2 
HOK spawn 500/.qm 5O%spawn 
HAK 58% 1909 6% 2% 10%. 5% target 
LINtrawl 60% 20% 7% 3% 10% 
LIN line 60% 20% 7% 3% 10% 

Table A6: Madmum erploitation rates (catch over biomass) ior each area, Bshery, and time period in Ule 
operating model (same maximum for each species). denotes no 6shhg in that area at that time 

AredfLphery 1 Oct- 1 Apr 1Apr-1Jun 1Jun-1Aug 1Aug-1Scp 1Sep-loci 

CRhwl  0 3  
CR LIN 02  
CRHAK - 
S A 0 3  
CKST - 
WCSI - 



APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION MODELS 

This appendix describes the estimation models in sufficient detail to allow the results of the case study to 
be replicated. The specification of the models in ISL's general modelling package (Modelling and 
Simulation System - MASS) is not explicitly described 

There are two estimation models, one for hake and one for ling. These are virtually identical in structure 
and mainly differ in the value of specifxd parameters, available data, and the number of year class 
strengths which are estimated 

Partition and annual cycle 

The partitions for the two models are almost the same but the ling model has a line fishery in addition to a 
trawl fishery. There are just three dimensions: 

Sex: 
1: male 
2: female 

Age: 

0-30 years 

Status: 

0: alive 
1: dead (due to natural mortality) 
2: dead (due to CR trawl iishery) 
3: dead (due to CR line fuhery) (LIN model only) 

The annual cycle of the two models is much simpler than that of the operating model, with the five fishing 
periods being wmbined into three periods: 

1 Oct: Start 
1 Jun: CRZ 
1 Sep: m z  
1 Oct: mz 

Ageing 
Biahs 
Finish 

The equations governing the operations are the same as in the operating model. However, it should be 
noted that "CR.2" differs between the hake and ling models. Hake has a single trawl f~hery, but ling has 
trawl and line fisheries. 



Estimation model parameters 

There are the same types of parametas as those found in the operating model: recruitment, biological and 
migration, and selection. The na tw of the parameters has already been descriied, but for the estimation 
models it is necessary to h o w  which parameters were estimated, and which were not. Also, for those 
which were estimated, initial values (and perhaps bounds) must be spedied, and for those which were 
not, constant values must be specified. 

Recruitment 
The average level of recruitment, given by the ''births* parameter, was estimated with the following 
starting value and bounds: 

Initial ('000 t) Bounds ('000 t) 
HAK: 3.6 2.15 
LIN: 18 10,40 

The bounds encompass the full range of values used in the openrting model rn 32-129, LIN: 
13.95-32.82). 

The Beverton-Holt steepness parameters were fixed at 0.9 as in the op'erating model The estimated year 
class strengths had bounds 0.1-1.0 and initial values (in the 2008 and 2009 assessments respecitively): 

This pattern of initial values encourages better mapping of the estimation model space by the minimizer 
(and hopefully gives faster convergence) than stating with all values equal to 1. For assessments in earlier 
yem (HAE 2002,2004,2006; LIN: 2003,2005,2007), fewer year class strengths were estimated (the 
last whort estimated, is given by the assessment year minus 6). . . 

Biological and migration 
There are no migration parameters in the estimation models. The biological parameters were all fued in 
the estimation models and set equal to the values in the operating model (see Tables A2 and A3). 

Selection 
No data relevant to the ling longline fishery were available to the stimation model, so the selection 
pattern for this fishery was fixed and set equal to the value in the operating model (see Table A4). 

In each estimation model there are catch at age (and sex) data from the commercial trawl fishery and h m  
the CR trawl survey. Therefore, these selection patterns were estimated. The same lower and upper 
bounds were used at each sex and age for all selection patterns (Table Bl). It should be noted that the 
value at the maximum male age was essentially fxed (see Likelihood and penalties section below). 



Catch history 

The catch histories from the operating model were also used in the estimation models (simply a mapping 
fiom the five time periods of the operating model to the three time periods of the estimation models). 

Maximum exploitation rates were defined in the estimation mcdek 

1013-1 Jun 1 Jun-1 Sep 1 S e p l  Oct 
HAK trawl 0.4 0.15 0.10 
LIN trawl 0.3 0.15 0.05 

line 0.3 0.15 0.05 

Likelihood and penalties 

Maximum likelihood estimation was used. To daive the likelihood, all observations from a given time 
series Vi) were taken to have independent lognormal enom (6) and to be related to the h e  values (TS by 
a scalar q: 

Commercial catch at age (and sex) data were used as proportions (sex mtio preserved), with q = 1. F a  all 
other time series a q was estimated. The c.v.s of the observations were set equal to the c.v.s used in the 
operating model to genaate the simulated data (that is, the estimation models have the correct c.v.s, 
except in the case of catch at age pmportim where the c.v.s in the estimation model are used with the 
proportions, whereas in the operating model they are applied to numbas). 

Three types of penalties were added to the negative log likelihood in the minimisation to achieve the 
following: average year class strength estimates approximately equal to 1, cubic snoothing of the 
selection patterns, and stabilisation of the selection value for males at the maximum age. 

The year class strength penalty was of the form: 

where Y is the mean estimated year class strength. 

The smoothing of the selectivities to a c h i e  approximate 3" orda polynomials was done by imposing 
penalties on non-zero 4" differences: 

where i indexes the commercial and survey selectivities, j indexes the sexes, k indexes age (in years), and 
A is the forward difference operator for a spacing of h = 1 (see, for example, Philips & Taylor 1973). 



The "fixing" of the selection value for males at the maximum age for each selection pattan was done by 
imposing a penalty on differences between the initial value and the estimated value: 

where i indexes the commercial and survey selectivities and st and vi are respectively the estimated and 
, - initial selection values for males at the maximum age. 
, . 

Projections ~ : 
To evaluate the loss associated with particular TAG, projections were done using each estimation model 
for 5 years beyond the assessment year. Projections were done using the estimation model with the 
estimated values of mean d e n t ,  year class strength, and selection pattern, with lognormal errors 
applied to cohort numbers beginning with the cohort spawned 5 years before the assessment year. 



Table B1: Initial values and boonds for the Commerdal trawl fishery and CR trawl survey selecMties for 
hake and ling used in the estimation models 

a: hake 
Age 

. 
3 5 6 7 9 10 1 1  

Low Male 
bound Fern 

Initial 
Fishery Male 

Fan 

Survey Male 
Fan 

High Male 
bolmd Fan 

b: ling 
Age 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1  12 13 14 

Low Male .O1 .O1 .05 .05 .I0 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 
bound Fen .O1 .O1 .05 .05 .10 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 

Initial 
Fishery Male .05 0.1 .15 02 03 .35 0.5 0.6 .75 0.8 0.8 .75 .72 0.7 

Fan .05 0.1 .I5 02 03 35 0.5 0.6 .75 0.8 0.8 .75 .72 0.7 

S w e y  Male .05 0.1 .15 02 03 05 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 - - - - 
Pan .05 0.1 .15 02 03 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 - - - - 

High Male 05 05 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
bound Fan 05 05 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 



APPENDIX C: GENERIC LOSS FUNCTIONS 

Two generic forms are used for loss functions in this report: 

ASYM(X, b): a function with two asymptotes 
sQ(x): a simple quadratic function. 

The two functions and their properties are descnied further below. 

Asymptotic loss function 

A form of this function is used when the FPI is a biomass ratio @ence taking values from 0 to -) and 
there is a ''tar&' value of x = b (where the "loss" is zero). It is defined as, 

It has x and y asymptotes: 

A m ( + )  = -- and A.STM(-) = a. 

There is a single minimum at x = b and a single turning point at x = (3b + c)i2. This function has 
increasing loss with increasing distance h m  b provided that c > -b. In order for it to be a sensible loss 
function we need c > 0 (otherwise there is a discontinuity at a valid value of x). 

Spec& function values are: 

The constant a is used for scaling the function when it is a component of a composite loss function (being 
the sum of various AsVMO and SQO loss functions). The constant b is a "target value'' as the loss is zero 
when x = b. The constant c is used to control the relative value of the function across some specified range 
of x. For example, if it is desired to have the same loss at X I  = bin1 mdx2 = nl b then the constant c should 
be set: 

A sufticient condition for c to be positive is n2 2 nr and n ,  2 2, in which case c S b. For example, equal 
losses at b12 and 26 are achieved by setting c = b, and equal losses at bl2 and 4b are achieved by setting c 
= bI5. 



Square loss function 

This is a simple quadratic used for probabilistic FPIs where there is a "target" probability of x = p  (when 
the loss equals zero). It is defined as, 

It has a single minimum at x = p  and has no turning points. It is a symmetric function about x =p.  Specifc 
values of interest are: 

APPENDIX D: RETROSPECTNE ANALYSIS 

In this appendix "retrospective analysis" is formally defined and two simple examples are given. In the 
first example it is demom!xated that "good" estimatoxs can, and ofkp will, produce a "bad" retrospective 
pattan. The second example demonstrates that '%ad" estimators can produce a "good" retrospective 
pattern. The conclusion is that retrospective analysis is not useM for inferring or concluding anything 
about the properties of an estimator. 

In a retrospective analysis the estimates of an item of interest are compared over a number of data sets for 
a particular estimation procedure. The data sets considered are a "current data set" and successively 
d e r  data sets created by removing the most recent data (e.g., new data may be accumulated on an 
annual basis; successive data sets might be those available m 2003 (the current data set), 2002, then 2001 
only, then 2000 only, and 1999 only, etc). 

Let us denote the ith data set by Sf and suppose that the current data set is SA.. Let the estimator be 
denoted by Y and let 5 = Y(SJ. Suppose that the retrospective analysis considers H1 data sets, then the 
analysis will consider a single renliwtion of the random variables: { Y, Ye,, ... , Ye* }. It is noteworthy 
that the 5 are almost catainly correlated random variables because of the overlap in the data fmm which 
they are derived. Also, in general, it would be expected that the variance of successive f i  would be 
decreasing as more data are added. Also, if Yhas the property of "consistency" (which essentially means 
that as i increases li gets ever closer to the h e  value of the item of interest) then because of the 
conelatiom, it is likely that there will be trend m the li (ie., if the early estimates are above the true value, 
they will eventually trend down towards it; similarly, if the early estimates are below the ime value, they 
must eventually trend upwards to it). 

Consider the example where St = { 4 1 j = 1.. .i } where the 4 are independent and identically distributed 
random variables with mean p and variance d. Let the estimator Y be the arithmetic mean: 



Then E(&) = p and Var(n = 0%. In a retrospective analysis, we consider differences between estimates 
for the c-t data set and earlier data sets. So, we are interested in Yw- Y. for a particular n and various 
values ofj. It is easy to show in this example that 

It then follows that, 

and 

So, while the expected value of the differences between the estimatm is zem, the variance of the 
diffaences increases with increasing differences m the data sets (ie., as j increases). Large differences can 
be expected ifthe underlying variance is high. 

It can also be shown that the YI are highly cornlaad: 

Since, Y is a consistent estimator of p it follows that a mospective analysis is likely to show a tread. 
Figure A1 shows four realisation8 where an undalying lognomoal distniution is used. T h e  of the four 
realisations show overall trends or trends in a large part of their trajectory. Any attempt to draw 
conclusions about properties of the estimator or how well the item of interest is bemg estimated are seen 
to be bigbly problematic. Fm example, fmm realisations 2 and 3, the "high" variance of the estimator is 
apparent, but realisatim 1 and 4 suggest a relatively "low" variance for the estimator. In these "low" 
variance cases, one might conclude that the estimator is "performing wen", but the closest current estimate 
occurs for realisation 3 (one of the realisations exhibiting "high" variance). The arithmetic mean of 
independent identically distributed random variables is a perfectly "goodn estimator of the mean of the 
underlying distribution. It wouM be wrong to conclude otherwise fiom a retrospective analysis. 

Let us very briefly consider a second.example to illustrate the point tbat a "good" retrospective pattern 
does not imply a "good" estimator (as we have already seen, a %ad'' pattern does not imply a "bad" 
estimator). Take the estimator h m  the kit  example and add a large constant to i t  This will be a very 
poor estimator of the underlying population mean, but will exbibit a near "perfect" retrospective pattern: 
low variance and no trend. 



Sample she 

Figure Dl: Four realisations of the arithmetic mean of a random sample from a lognormal 
distribution. The population mean is shown by the dot-dashed fine (exp(O.5)). 
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